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It’s October 1988 and Mike’s Gang, a group of twelve-year-old boys known in the neighborhood

as the experts on trick-or-treating, are once again planning to gather the biggest pile of the

best candy as efficiently as possible. Realizing this may be their last Halloween together and

seeking to outwit their arch-rivals, the pressure is on for this year’s trick-or-treating execution to

be their very best. Along their journey, they discuss all that is great about Halloween, reflect

back on past years trick-or-treating adventures, and humorously interact with other kids while

navigating through twists and turns that lead to a suspenseful, spooky, and ultimately fulfilling

night none of them will ever forget. A Halloween to Remember is the feel good, family fun

Halloween story for the ages!

About the AuthorJeffrey Janakus lives in Nevada. As a structural engineer by education, he

worked for several years on the design of sports stadiums and arenas, then became an owners

representative on large casino projects, and now owns his own general contracting business.

He enjoys sports activities, music, adventure stories, movies, and traveling. He and his family

love all aspects of Halloween from trick-or-treating to costume parties to haunted houses to

eating candy! As such, they consider themselves ''foremost experts'' on the fun-filled holiday.

While Jeff has written several technical papers in the past, this is his first novel. --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.
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amazing children,and all others who love Halloween as much as we do—particularly, the

awesome spectacle that is trick-or-treating.1Trick-or-Treating, Last Year“What a great plan—

lightening the load by stashing half our loot in the dugout! Would’ve been hard lugging all our

candy around the whole night. Unloading halfway through made it way easier to maneuver and

allowed us to snag a world-record haul—worked out fantabulously!” proclaims Mooch as he

raises both arms in triumph. He and the rest of the gang—Mike, Phil, and Cruz—are heading

back toward their houses, ending what all of them are classifying as a highly successful night

of trick-or-treating.Mooch is dressed as Al Capone (portraying the character from The

Untouchables, a new movie he’s heard much about and is eager to see), and this year,

amazingly enough, he’s managed to keep his costume clean and without rips, tears, or even

scuffs—a feat the others would attest to as being an unprecedented accomplishment.“Yeah,

I’m not sure you would’ve made it all the way otherwise,” responds Phil.Phil is dressed as

Ferris Bueller and to the dismay of his cohorts, he’s been continuously imitating the lead

character by singing out loudly “Chicka-chicka!” from the movie’s theme song and “Danke

schoen!” from the signature downtown Chicago parade scene while strutting around in an

uncharacteristically dramatic fashion all night long.“He would not have,” adds Cruz, smirking.

“You would’ve been begging me to carry your stuff for the past hour,” he continues, glancing

back at Mooch.Mooch nods in agreement with Cruz’s assessment. He can’t help but admit his

habitual laziness would’ve undoubtedly emerged under such circumstances.Cruz is dressed as

the Karate Kid and has thus far refused repeated requests from his buddies to mimic the well-

known moves from the film—including “Wax on, wax off,” “Paint the fence,” and “Sand the floor.”

Feeling compelled to give the movie some love and take advantage of a rare opportunity to

mess with Cruz, Mooch and Phil can’t resist calling him “Daniel-san.” They also keep

reenacting the famed crane-kick move that earned the main character victory at the end of the

movie. Their ongoing antics have Cruz wondering if maybe one of them would’ve been better

suited for the costume.“It was a good night, a great night! It was a masterfully developed and

perfectly executed plan, boys. High fives!” summarizes Mike as he one by one slaps the others’

hands, held high in the air. “Now let’s go retrieve that loot and head to my house to

celebrate!”He’s dressed in a naval pilot’s flight suit (portraying Maverick from Top Gun) and has

thoroughly enjoyed repeating the movie’s famous line, “I feel the need, the need for

speed!”Feeling exuberant about the night’s accomplishments and eager to enjoy mass

quantities of candy while rehashing their experiences, they begin to walk swiftly back to the



location of their stashed loot—the first-base dugout of the town’s Little League baseball

field.The year is 1987. Now in the sixth grade, the gang has been an inseparable group since

the last of the quartet, Cruz, moved to their town in east-central Texas over three years

ago.Mike Hendricks is the leader. He’s eleven years old, tall and slender, and has short, wavy,

dark-brown hair and blue eyes. He’s intelligent (getting mostly As, and a few Bs, in school) and

athletic (the starting shortstop and pitcher on the Little League team and one of the best

basketball players in town). All the kids and parents in the neighborhood know him to be an

upstanding, honorable young man.Mooch Henderson, whose given name is Oscar (only his

mom, teachers at school, and, on occasion, other adults in the neighborhood call him that), is

the jokester of the gang. He’s eleven years old, of medium height, chubby, and has buzz-cut

sandy blonde hair and blue eyes. He likes to eat, isn’t particularly interested in applying himself

at school, is athletic in ability (the starting catcher on the Little League team) but not in

physicality (being overweight and lazy), and is easily agitated and frightened.Phil Mendelson is

the brainiac planner and problem-solver of the gang. He’s eleven years old, short and skinny,

has short, straight black hair and brown eyes, and wears thick-lensed glasses with black

frames. He’s exceptionally intelligent, quick-witted, and sarcastic. Though he’s on the Little

League team, he isn’t particularly athletic, and mostly sits the bench—preferring to assist the

coach with game strategy over playing.Cruz Rivera is the gang’s muscle, their protector. He’s

called “Brooz” (short for Bruiser) by the younger classes and rival groups due to his

intimidating presence. He just turned twelve years old, is tall and big, has a wavy black mullet

and brown eyes. He’s strong and quiet (preferring to talk only when necessary) and shares in

Mike’s motto of doing things “by the book.” He is an average outfielder on the Little League

team, but is more adept at, and has thus been focusing more on, football.In excited anticipation

of retrieving the stowed half of their candy, the gang picks up the pace from a brisk walk to

swift jog and accelerates as quickly as possible down Enchantress Way. Approaching the end

of the street, they hear a loud and strange noise up ahead near the Clarks’ house—a house all

the kids in the neighborhood believe to be haunted. After years of listening to and repeating the

countless stories of horror surrounding this house, any inexplicable noise coming from its

general vicinity is cause for immediate alarm.The instant they hear the noise, each member of

the gang stops dead in his tracks. Their breathing stops so as not to make a sound, their eyes

and ears open wide on high alert, and their arms extend out into the dark night air, attempting

to sense any and all vibrations. After several moments of remaining still and hearing only

silence, they let out a collective deep breath and look at each other nervously before reaching

a nonverbal consensus to forge ahead. They proceed forward slowly and cautiously, being

extra careful to make as little noise as possible.As they reach the near corner of the ornate but

deteriorating black-iron fence that lines the front yard’s perimeter, clouds have started to

accumulate in front of tonight’s nearly full moon, creating ominous shadows on the pavement

that extend to spooky figures cascading up the sides of the white house and onto its dark-

shingled roof. With the boys’ fears building, all senses are heightened—looking, listening,

feeling, and now smelling and tasting the air for the slightest disturbance in the darkened

stillness and silence. As they pass before the half-open front gate—now leaning away from the

support pillar, supported only by the bottom hinge with the top hinge broken and disengaged—

they briefly peer into the Clarks’ yard to see only pitch-black darkness. They slowly turn their

heads away from the opening to continue forward—when suddenly a loud bark from a

neighboring dog bellows in the night sky. Mooch, in the rear of the group, is so alarmed that he

jumps (as much as he’s able to actually jump) directly into Cruz, who’s in front of him. This

move triggers a chain reaction of Cruz slamming into Phil, Phil crashing into Mike, and all



falling to the ground.Mike rolls to his side and winces in pain as he rubs his right hip. He slowly

rises to his feet and looks back at the others as if to say—“What the heck, guys?!” groans Phil,

lying on his back in agony and holding his left shoulder.Cruz sits up, cradles his bruised right

knee with one hand, and answers Phil’s question by simply pointing at Mooch with an

aggravated look.“Sorry, guys. I just got a little scared by that dogs’ bark,” responds Mooch.“A

little?!” retorts Phil.Cruz slowly stands as an annoyed Mike half-heartedly helps Mooch to his

feet in his now torn and scuffed costume.Staring at Mooch with disdain, Phil is the last to rise,

gingerly holding his shoulder with one hand while carefully adjusting his glasses with the other.

“So much for keeping your costume clean for the first time ever. The streak is still intact.”With

their pains easing, they dust themselves off while exchanging a few more insults, directed

mostly at Mooch, and then collectively agree to dispense with the conversation and carry on.

Turning to proceed forward, they’re startled by a pair of boys who seemingly appear out of

nowhere. Blocking their path are the detestable Josh Pealy and Bobby Poda. Panicked, Mooch

turns around, contemplating running in the opposite direction. Before he can act, he’s

confronted by the other half of this most-hated foursome, Rob Broadway and Travis Bennett,

cutting off their potential escape route.Josh, Bobby, Rob, and Travis form the crew that has

been the arch nemesis of Mike’s Gang for years. They’re also in the sixth grade and are mean,

vindictive, and jealous of the gang’s expert skill at consistently planning and executing highly

successful trick-or-treating outings.Josh is the group leader. He’s just turned twelve years old,

is tall and big (nearly as big as Cruz), and has short, curly red hair, freckles, and blue eyes.

He’s malicious, vengeful, and deceitful (being cunningly adept at convincing parents and

teachers he’s a fine and upstanding young boy, while opportunistically bullying and terrorizing

as many kids as possible in the neighborhood and at school). He’s on one of the town’s football

teams, but only occasionally plays; athleticism isn’t his strong suit.Bobby Poda is Josh’s right-

hand thug. He’s eleven years old, of medium height and average build, has straight, light-brown

hair and brown eyes, and wears sports glasses secured by an elastic band. Bobby’s a

mischievously intelligent street fighter who loyally carries out all orders delivered by Josh. He’s

also on a football team, but rarely sees playing time, being the slowest kid in the

neighborhood.Rob Broadway is eleven years old, of medium height and build, and tightly

curled black hair paired with big brown eyes. He submissively goes along with whatever Josh

and Bobby command (rarely having an opinion of his own). Rob is the starting tailback on the

number-one football team in town and the best sprinter on the track team—unquestionably the

fastest kid in the neighborhood. He sometimes empathizes with Mike and his gang, particularly

when he feels Josh is being excessively unfair or overzealous in his cruelty toward them, but

has never had the courage to speak his mind, fearing Josh’s wrath.The final member of the

crew is Travis Bennett. He’s eleven years old, very short and skinny, and has wavy, sandy-

blonde hair and green eyes. Travis is gullible. He’s only a member of the crew because, first, he

desperately wants to be, and second, he fulfills the key role of guinea pig for the group. He

often tries to provide input, but his attempts are never acknowledged by the others.“Okay,

nerds, time to hand over your candy,” demands Josh, dressed as Hulk Hogan and pointing a

slingshot loaded with a rock about the size of a golf ball directly at Mike.Mike looks at Josh’s

other hand and sees it’s holding two additional rocks of similar size, ready for a quick reload.

He knows full well that Josh isn’t bluffing, that he’ll fire to achieve his goal if he has to. He looks

around at the rest of Josh’s Crew and finds them all in similar positions, ready to fire and ready

to quickly reload.“No!” screams Mooch, his heart nearly pounding out his chest, half out of fear

and half out of anger. “You can’t, you won’t take our candy! It’s ours!”With the slingshots of Rob

(dressed up as Houston Oilers quarterback Warren Moon) and Travis (Crocodile Dundee) now



pointed directly at Mooch, Josh glances in their direction and replies, “Yes, we can. And, yes,

we will. Hand it over now and you won’t be harmed. Don’t, and we’ll pummel you with rocks first

and then take it.”Cruz advances threateningly toward Bobby, but thinks better of it and eases

off as Bobby, in his Robocop costume, quickly pulls back, tightening the tension of his

slingshot. Dejected, defeated, outgunned, and still recovering from their domino fall, the gang

has no choice but to hand over their bags. Each of them comes to the same aggravating

realization: Josh and his crew are going to undeservingly and maliciously reap the benefits of

this night’s amazing candy haul, and they can do nothing to stop it. As a minuscule consolation,

they’re somewhat comforted by the thought that at least half of their candy is still stashed away

for a later retrieval.“Come on, let’s go! Throw your bags over to me. Now!” demands Josh as

the wind suddenly gusts from the Clarks’ yard, blowing leaves, sticks, and random candy

wrappers scampering along the ground through the group.The gang looks at one another

completely dispirited and then each slowly and methodically begins to remove the well-stocked

bag from his shoulder. As they swing them backward in preparation for tossing them to their

adversaries, a loud aaaah-woooh booms from the Clarks’ front yard—their swinging bags

instantly stop. With the wind and tumbling debris increasing, both groups remain frozen,

intently listening as the aaaah-woooooooooh again booms, continuing this time for several

seconds. Being well versed in the countless horror stories surrounding the Clarks’ house, the

collective group is blanketed by an intense sense of fear. A few more seconds pass before a

louder AAAAH-WOOOH! bellows from the Clarks’ front yard. That one sounds closer than the

previous two! With the hair on the heads of each boy now standing straight up and goose

bumps covering every square inch of exposed skin, they remain motionless, locked in absolute

terror. As several more seconds pass in silence, the group begins to think that perhaps the

worst is behind them. They release a collective exhale of relief before a deafening AAAAAAAH-

WOOOOOOH! thunders through the air. A whoosh simultaneously whistles violently through

the group—another gust of wind carrying even more debris that forcefully hits the boys’ bodies.

Having seen and heard enough, Josh and his goons immediately drop their slingshots to their

sides and run away as fast as possible in terror.“The Clarks’ ghost! Let’s go, guys! Run!” yells

Mike as he sprints in the direction opposite of where Josh and his crew are headed. Cruz runs

at his side, followed closely by Phil, with a laboring Mooch trailing farther behind.Reaching the

end of the block, now presumably clear of any harm, Mike and Cruz stop and each bends at

the waist, hands to his knees, gasping for air. A few moments later Phil jogs up to the others

and crashes to the ground in exhaustion. Bringing up the rear many moments later is Mooch,

working his way gradually from slow jog, to walk, to crawl, to lying on his back facing the night

sky and gasping for oxygen.“What . . . was . . . that?” he asks, taking huge gulps of air in

between each word.“Don’t know . . . good part is . . . we didn’t have to give up our . . . candy,”

says Mike, also struggling to breathe.“Fortuitous,” declares Phil.Cruz shakes his head in

agreement and then comments, “You’ve been dying to use that word from last week’s vocab

challenge, haven’t you?”Phil grins and shakes his head affirmatively.After taking a couple more

minutes to catch their breath, they all turn and begin walking toward the baseball field.“Let’s go

get our stashed candy and go home,” Mike suggests. “That’s enough excitement for

tonight.”The others nod in agreement and then slowly march off together, now eager to end the

night on a positive note.“Argh! Those scumbags!” shouts Mooch as he, Mike, Cruz, and Phil

gaze in shock at the site of their candy stash. The container sits open in the dugout, dimly lit by

moonlight peeking through semi-cloudy skies.“Thanks, suckers!” reads a lone note left in the

container. Clearly the work of Josh and his goons, the gang looks at each other in sickened

befuddlement as their mood slowly transforms from shock to disappointment to anger. Mike



and Cruz are angry because of the maliciousness and cruelty of the act. Phil is also angry, but

more preoccupied with feeling conflictedly ashamed at being outwitted by Josh’s Crew, while

impressed by how masterfully it was achieved. Mooch is the angriest, virtually in a rage, at not

having all of his candy to enjoy over the coming days.“They stole our stash!” he shouts with his

face flushed red as he tears his Capone-style fedora off his head and throws it against the

dugout wall. “And, if not for the Clarks’ ghost, those dirtbags would’ve gotten every piece of our

candy! This is HORRIBLE! We must get revenge! This means war!”The others agree, but insist

that it must be done “their way” via their signature meticulous planning and flawless execution.

After several minutes of heated discussion, they convince Mooch that retribution can’t be

impulsive; it must be calculated and carefully timed. Josh is clever, plus he’ll be on the alert for

immediate attempts at revenge. So, any immediate plans would surely backfire, creating

additional aggravation and disappointment.They agree that word of this despicable incident

cannot, under any circumstance, get out to the neighborhood. That would tarnish the

impeccable trick-or-treating reputation they’ve worked so hard to build. They make a pact not to

speak a word of tonight’s mistreatment outside their foursome. Knowing that Josh will never

risk his reputation (more appropriately, façade) of being a straitlaced kid in the eyes of the

adults in the neighborhood, the gang is confident the secret won’t be advertised by Josh or his

cohorts.Phil vows to get to work on the revenge plan tomorrow as they all head back to Mike’s

house to enjoy what candy remains and to lament further on how they were the victims of the

biggest Halloween heist ever.2Best Time of YearIt’s again the exciting time of the year when

trick-or-treating completely consumes all facets of the gang’s lives. No matter where they are or

what they’re doing, their minds are preoccupied with planning this year’s campaign.“This is the

best time of year. Candy out the wazoo, costumes, excitement, adventure—I LOVE IT!” Mooch

tells Mike as they weave their way through the other kids walking down the school hallway on

their way to lunch. “I know Christmas is king with the big presents, cookies, pies, and all, but

you can’t deny that Halloween is a very close second. Thanksgiving is also great with the

continuous eating—turkey, mashed potatoes, pie—but it can’t compare to the lasting

enjoyment of Halloween, eating tons of candy for days! I just can’t understand why they don’t

give us the day of and the day after Halloween off to get ready and recover?”Mike smiles.

“Yeah, all good points, but I’m not sure everyone else feels as strongly as you do about

Halloween.”“You mean as strongly as we do. I guess so, but how can you NOT love this

holiday?! Free candy, free chocolate—as much as you can carry! And, and, you get to dress up

however you want. It’s the greatest American pastime, bigger than baseball, hot dogs, and

apple pie and all that. Camaraderie and sharing mixed with surprise and fright—Halloween has

it all! It’s the only day of the year when people are just as likely to scare the bejesus out of you

as they are to give you mass quantities of scrumptious candy! It should be a national holiday,

no question. Days off should be given immediately, end of story.”“Hard to argue with that,” Mike

says with a laugh, playfully shoving Mooch into the doorjamb as they enter the lunchroom. Next

year at this time they’ll be eighth graders, the “big men on campus,” just a year away from high

school. “But I don’t know if Halloween is bigger than baseball. Maybe tied?”“No way. Tied?!

Look, I like baseball too, but come on! Halloween! Candy!” replies Mooch staring intently at

Mike with his arms extended out wide.“Guys! We have so much to do. We have to get started

TONIGHT!” says Phil, who’s waiting inside the door. “They should really give us the day of

Halloween off to prepare. Not enough time.”“Exactly!” Mooch exclaims. “Should be a national

holiday, right?”“For sure. We should start a petition. It should also always be on a Friday, that

way we have the whole weekend to recover,” responds Phil as the three of them continue

toward their customary lunchroom table together.“Ooh! I like that the sound of that. Two solid



days of uninterrupted candy consumption. Yes!” replies Mooch, rubbing his hands together and

licking his lips.Now seated at their table, the trio unpacks their lunches and begins to rehash

last year’s tragic trick-or-treating fiasco. Although it was nearly one year ago, the agony of Josh

and his crew stealing their stashed candy still stings as fiercely as it did that dreadful day.

Mooch has been jolted awake several times recently after having nightmares about Josh

stealing every piece of candy he’s ever received and ever will receive in this life—a most

terrifying thought. But the agony of defeat stings a little less at this particular moment as he

focuses on something more important—digging through his lunch pack in search of the day’s

dessert.“Found it! Come to papa!” yells Mooch as he finds the sweet treasure.Phil’s also had

several nightmares about last year’s embarrassing turn of events. His, however, are more

focused on his frustration that they were—more specifically, that he was—outwitted by Josh

and less on the loss of candy. Phil hates nothing more than being outsmarted. He prides

himself on developing meticulous, well-timed, airtight plans and expects himself to think of all

possible snags, to be one step ahead of his foes at every turn.“You better eat your sandwich

first, Oscar. Don’t want to get full on your dessert and skip the nutritious part of the meal,” says

Phil, waving his finger and mimicking Mooch’s mom.“Don’t call me that!” retorts Mooch, staring

back sternly at Phil.Continuing to wave his finger at Mooch, Phil laughs and then takes a bite of

his sandwich.“Phil?! Stop it,” demands Mike.“No more!” exclaims Mooch continuing to stare

sternly at Phil, still focused on the unwanted use of his given name.“Did you use the O-word

again?” asks Cruz of Phil as he joins the table.Mike shakes his head side to side and

chuckles.“Okay, Smoochy Smooch,” replies Phil with a puckered face, making a kissing,

smooching sound.“Stop it, nerd,” retorts Mooch.“Okay, okay,” concedes Phil with a giggle. He

then turns his attention quickly back to the logistics of planning for the upcoming holiday. “But,

guys, we have to, absolutely have to, meet TONIGHT. We’re running out of time!”“Payback is

way overdue for those scumbags. We’ve waited so long for revenge. It’s been so agonizing!”

exclaims Mooch with his hands, grabbing the hair on his head in frustration.“So agonizing.

Been painful!” agrees Phil.For the past year Mike has somehow managed to keep both Mooch

and Phil from making haphazard attempts at retaliation against Josh’s Crew. On several

occasions the two have worked each other into a frenzy as they chaotically schemed

extravagant payback scenarios—scenarios that, if not for Mike talking sense into them,

undoubtedly would have ended in disappointment and embarrassment. But now the time for

redemption is finally here, and they’re all excited for revenge.“My house. After school. Today,”

declares Mike.The others nod in concurrence.Then, as it often does, especially at this time of

year, the conversation quickly shifts to candy. While thoroughly enjoying his Nestlé Crunch bar

(having not yet touched or even unpacked any other items from his lunch), Mooch begins

pontificating on his candy preferences.“Any candy bar with chocolate, lots and lots of

chocolate. Chocolate is everything, the only thing, when it comes to scrumptious snacks and

desserts. Chocolate is the perfect combination of silky texture and sweetly goodness. All

chocolates are welcome—dark, milk, and white—I don’t discriminate. But I must say that milk

chocolate is preferred when given the choice.”Eating their lunches in a more traditional order

(sandwich and chips, then fruit, and dessert last) than Mooch’s dessert-first approach, the

others just shake their heads, having heard this speech many times before. As is customary,

Mooch proceeds to his stock complaints about hard candy.“If you suck on it like you’re

‘supposed’ to,” he says making a quotation gesture with his hands, “it takes too long. The

experience and enjoyment are ruined by the boringness. But then if you bite it, it’s gone quickly.

The experience disappears in a fleeting moment—no enjoyment, just poof, gone. There’s no

‘sweet’ spot with hard candy. It either takes so long you get distracted by other things and don’t



actually enjoy it or it’s gone before you even get to give it a proper tasting. I just don’t get it, at

all.”Mooch continues as the others, currently more interested in their lunches, pay scant

attention. “The grand master of BAD hard candy has got to be peppermint. It’s like eating a

hard block of toothpaste. Like eating a ‘healthy’ candy. Makes no sense. Gives candy a bad

name.”Phil, who’s okay with hard candy in some instances, shakes his head in disagreement.

But as usual he refrains from arguing with Mooch, knowing it would only end in another drawn-

out stalemate.“Chewy candy has good flavor, but it’s annoying because it sticks to your teeth,”

proclaims Mooch.Phil joins in with a droning voice as Mooch delivers his signature line: “It

slows your consumption rate way too much.”Mooch stands, raises his left hand into the air,

places his right hand on his chest, and elevates his voice to declare, “The perfect candy bar is

a candy bar that has a chocolate-chocolate-chip-cookie center, surrounded by a layer of thick

chocolate custard infused with chocolate chips, and covered in a thick chocolate topping. . .

Plus, the ultimate topper—an edible chocolate wrapper!”They others laugh, having not heard

the edible chocolate wrapper part before.“And I would name it . . . the Moochocolate Bar!”“Ha!

Mooooch!” yells Phil.Sitting down again, Mooch proudly concludes, “Because as you know,

boys, any candy without chocolate—”“Is NOT WORTHY OF MY TASTE BUDS!” exclaim all four

in unison.“My favorite’s Kit Kat. It’s like eating a real cookie candy bar,” Mike chimes in. “I like

chocolate too, but I like the vanilla cookie mixed in for some variety in flavor. My second choice

has to be Twix—similar to Kit Kat, but with caramel added.”Just now getting to his sandwich

and chips, Mooch says under his breath, “Also happens to be Lisa Heatherman’s favorite.”Phil

and Cruz chuckle.Mike turns to Mooch and punches him in the arm.“Ow! I was only joking,”

whimpers Mooch.“I don’t mind hard or chewy candy under the right circumstances, but it’s not

worth arguing about,” says Phil to Mooch. Turning his attention to the entire group, he

continues, “What I like best is mixing sweet candy with salty snacks. Like Cracker Jack or

buttered popcorn combined with M&M’s or gummy bears. Or saltines and peanut butter with

Hershey’s chocolate syrup on top—salty s’mores!”Mike shivers making a face of disgust while

Mooch grunts, “Ugh.”“You guys don’t know what you’re missing,” declares Phil. “So good!”“I like

the M&M’s part,” concedes Mooch.Cruz has never given a definitive answer about his candy

preferences, but Mike is determined to get one this time. “Okay, today’s the day, Cruz. What’s

your favorite?”After taking a few moments to ponder, Cruz says with his typical minimalistic

style, “I like the biggest ones, the most-filling ones.”“Come on! You can do better than that.

Name a candy!” demands Mike.“Yeah, that’s lame,” adds Phil.“For sure. We’re talking about

candy here. This is serious, not to be taken lightly. Especially this time of year—you’re tempting

the Candy Gods into messing with us,” adds Mooch. The term Candy Gods is used often by the

gang to describe the karma that will inevitably ensue if one doesn’t respect the sanctity of

Halloween and the significance of trick-or-treating. The foursome often recollects fearful tales

of when they didn’t sufficiently respect the holiday. Sometimes their carelessness resulted in

candy issues, several times in costume problems, and often in conflicts with Josh’s Crew. Not

provoking the Candy Gods is a matter the gang doesn’t take lightly, for good reason.“Well, not

sure that Cruz not picking a candy counts as tempting the Candy Gods,” Mike replies. He then

turns back to Cruz, determined to get a meaningful response. “But come on, Cruz. Let’s have it.

Give us a real answer.”Cruz pauses to think again for a few moments and then reluctantly

acknowledges, “I guess my favorite would be a milkshake or malt. Mega size. Preferably made

with peanut butter and bananas. Fills me up and tastes good!”While this is more than they’ve

ever gotten out of him before, the others remain unsatisfied.“That does sound good—I’d add

some chocolate if I were you,” states Mooch, now partially distracted, dreaming about how

delicious a large chocolate–chocolate chip malt would be right about now. “But it’s not a



candy!”After pausing once again, this time for several seconds, Cruz proclaims, “Well, if had to

pick a candy bar, it would probably be Snickers because they carry the most bang for the

buck.”“They really satisfy!” exclaims Phil as they all laugh together.“Snickers are good,” adds

Mooch as he licks his lips.“Yes!” Mike exclaims, smiling from ear to ear. “I knew we’d finally get

it out of you!”The conversation quickly shifts again as Phil reminds everyone that they shall not

eat the “forbidden and taboo” candy, Clark Bars. “You risk colossal wrath from the Candy Gods

if you partake. Way too risky,” he says with a touch of fear in his voice.“Definitely,” Mike and

Cruz reply in unison.Mooch nods in agreement but remains silent. He can’t resist the chocolaty

goodness of Clark Bars and as such, eats them in secrecy. Risking the Candy Gods’ wrath is

worth the reward for his taste buds.Moving past the Clark Bar minefield, Mooch turns the

conversation back to lamenting the loss of so many good candy bars in last year’s debacle. He

begins by ranting about half of their candy being stolen and drones on for several minutes

about how evil and awful Josh and his goons are and how the gang must have revenge.“Pealy,”

grumbles Mooch under his breath. To Mooch, Josh’s last name is the most appallingly awful

and horrible term imaginable. It represents all that is evil and nasty. He often says that if you

could take all the curse words in the world and combine them into one super curse word, its

meaning would pale in comparison to Pealy.As they head off to the playground for the balance

of the lunch period, Mike reminds the others about the meeting after school at his house to

begin the planning for this years’ trick-or-treat route (TOTR for short—pronounced toter). They

collectively vow once again that this year they will not be careless. This year they’ll develop a

rock-solid plan and execute it perfectly—crossing every t and dotting every i, overlooking

nothing. They must succeed, they will succeed, they cannot fail. It’s a matter of life and death.

A Halloween Dallas Cowboys

A Halloween to Remember (The Halloween Gang Book 1)

Brian Chesnut, “A great story of friendship and fun adventures. Very fun book to read. Took me

back to similar adventures I had with my friends growing up, and the feelings and emotions I

experienced at that young age. I highly recommend for anyone of any age.”

PS1, “Engaging Adventure Story!. Excellent original story! A pleasure to read! Perfect for the

young teenager who is looking for an engaging, captivating and surprising adventure story.

Colorful characters, great storytelling, and wonderful themes of partnership and camaraderie. I

thoroughly enjoyed it from cover to cover. Highly recommend!”

Donna R., “Great story and characters. Purchase this for my 11 year old grandson. He loved it,

already ask if I would get him the next book. That was a definite yes.”

Bill B., “Great story of friendship and what the really means. The Halloween backdrop was a

great foundation for a group of young friends on a mission. Loved the characters, they

reminded me of my childhood friends and all of the great and sometimes challenging moments

we had. The story telling and intrigue of whats next keeps you turning pages. Great weave of

responsibility and what's right and what's wrong that doesn't get to heavy. Recommend young
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and old take a read and enjoy and learn from a great story.”

William R Giguere, “Fun, friendship and adventure!. I loved this fun story of friendship,

adventure and the power of planning! This is a page turner for young and old alike. It reminded

me of friends that I had as a kid and how important they were. I enjoyed the adventure and the

interpersonal relationships throughout the book. Highly recommended.”

Gina L. Clayton, “Great Book !!. Great book. Very captivating and awesome story line that

keeps you interested in wanting to keep reading. Love the characters and theme of the book.

Good read for young teenagers as well as adults.  I highly recommend this book !!”

JC, “Fun and Entertaining. Great, entertaining story. Not too heavy; just a fun story with

likeable, well-developed characters. It seems like everything these days is very serious and

stressful - this book is nice, relaxing break.”

Marjie, “Hoping to see more children’s works from this talented author!. I loved this book! We

have a 12 year old grandson I originally bought it for, but wanted to preview it. Such a well-

written story really captured my attention! Hoping to see many more stories from this talented

author!”

The book by Jeffrey Janakus has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 19 people have provided feedback.
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